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1. This office action is in response to Amendment filed on 08/30/2004. Claims 1-27 

are still pending. All rejections and objections not explicitly repeated below are 

withdrawn. 

Specification 

2. The lengthy specification has not been checked to the extent necessary to 

determine the presence of all possible minor errors. Applicant's cooperation is 

requested in correcting any errors of which applicant may become aware in the 

specification. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

3. The rejections of claims 1-27 under 102 (e) have been maintained and updated 

as shown below. 

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), 
by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a 
patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the 
invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty 
defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application 
filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United States and 
was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language. 
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5.     Claim 1-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Bealkowski et al., US Patent 6,330,656 B1. 

Regarding claim 1, Bealkowski teaches that a method comprising receiving a 

request to remove a hot plug module from a running computing device (Fig.8A, step 

805-810, removing a hot plug module is taught as removing a particular slot, col.9, lines 

64-66); 

updating a snoop filter of the running computing device to cease snooping of the 

hot plug module (it is taught as the operating system disables the device in the slot via 

the PCI configuration registers and reprogram partition descriptor to eliminate 

membership from designated partition; Fig.8A, steps 820-825, col.10, lines 1-18). 

Regarding claim 2, Bealkowski further teaches that updating comprises updating 

the snoop filter to indicate that the hot plug module is no longer a valid snooping agent 

(col.10, lines 10-14, it is taught as the device is inactive and prevent the device from 

participating in bus activity). 

Regarding claim 3, Bealkowski further teaches that updating comprises updating 

a valid vector (it is taught as the bit is set in the PCI command register, col.10, lines 11) 

to indicate that the hot plug module is not a valid snooping agent (col.10, lines 10-12). 

Regarding claim 4, Bealkowski further teaches that updating comprises disabling 

the snoop filter associated with the hot plug module (col.10, lines 8-18). 
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Regarding claim 5, Bealkowski further teaches that updating comprises marking 

all cache lines tracked by the snoop filter as not being present in the hot plug module 

(Fig.5, col.9, lines 14-24). 

Regarding claim 6, Bealkowski further teaches that updating comprises updating 

presence vectors to indicate that associated cache lines are not present in the hot plug 

module (Fig.7A and 7B, step 720-725 and 765-770). 

Regarding claim 7, Bealkowski teaches that a midplane comprising 

a plurality of couplers (Fig.3, core logic 320) to detachably couple hot plug 

modules (PCI host Bridge and PCI slots) to a running computing device; and 

a switch (FET switches as shown in Fig,4) to interconnect the plurality of 

couplers and to cease issuing snoop transactions to a coupler of the plurality of 

couplers associated with a hot plug module to be removed from the running computing 

device (col.6, lines 51-67 and Fig.8A and 9). 

Regarding claim 8, Bealkowski teaches that the switch causes the hot plug 

module to be removed to write modified cache lines to a memory of the running 

computing device (Fig.7A, col.9, lines 25-49). 
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Regarding claim 9, Bealkowski teaches that the switch comprises a valid vector 

(it is taught as the bit is set in the PCI command register, col.10, lines 11) and the 

switch issues snoop transactions only to couplers that the valid vector indicates are 

associated with valid snooping agents (Fig.7A and 7B). 

Regarding claim 10, Bealkowski teaches that the switch comprises presence 

vector associated with cache lines of the hot plug module to be removed, and the switch 

updates the presence vectors to indicate that the hot plug module does not have copies 

of the associated cache lines (col.10, lines 10-14, it is taught as the device is inactive 

and prevent the device from participating in bus activity). 

Regarding claim 11, Bealkowski teaches that the switch comprises a different 

snoop filter for each coupler of the plurality of couplers and the switch disables the 
i 

snoop filter for the coupler associated with the hot plug module to be removed (it is 

taught as the operating system disables the device in the slot via the PCI configuration 

registers and reprogram partition descriptor to eliminate membership from designated 

partition; Fig.8A, steps 820-825, col. 10, lines 1-18). 

Regarding claim 12, Bealkowski teaches that further comprising another switch 

to interconnect the plurality of couplers, wherein the switches collectively track states of 

cache lines of hot plug modules coupled to the couplers (Fig.3) and cease to issue 

snoop transactions to the coupler associated with the hot plug module to be removed (it 
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is taught as the operating system disables the device in the slot via the PCI 

configuration registers and reprogram partition descriptor to eliminate membership from 

designated partition; Fig.8A, steps 820-825, col. 10, lines 1-18). 

Regarding claim 13, Bealkowski teaches that a machine readable medium 

processing snoop transactions comprising a plurality of instructions that in response to 

being executed result in a computing device (Fig.3) causing caching agents associated 

with a coupler of the computing device (col.8, lines 60 to col.9, lines 12) to write back 

modified lines to a memory of the computing device (col.4, lines 60-64) and updating a 

valid vector to indicate that the coupler is no longer associated with one or more valid 

caching agents (it is taught as the operating system disables the device in the slot via 

the PCI configuration registers and reprogram partition descriptor to eliminate 

membership from designated partition; Fig.8A, steps 820-825, col.10, lines 1-18). 

Regarding claim 14, Bealkowski teaches further result in the computing device 

updating the valid vector in response to a hot plug removal request (Fig.7A, steps 720- 

725). 

Regarding claim 15, Bealkowski teaches further result in the computing device 

updating the valid vector to indicate that another coupler of the computing device is now 

associated with one or more valid caching agents in response to a hot plug addition 

request (Fig.8B and 10A). 
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Regarding claim 16, Bealkowski teaches further result in the computing device 

clearing a bit of the valid vector that is associated with the coupler to indicate that the 

coupler is no longer associated with one or more valid caching agents (col. 10, lines 10- 

14, it is taught as the device is inactive and prevent the device from participating in bus 

activity), and setting another bit of the valid vector that is associated with the another 

coupler to indicate that the another coupler is associated with one or more valid caching 

agents (Fig.7A and 7B, step 720-725 and 765-770). 

Regarding claim 17, Bealkowski teaches that a computing device comprising, 

a memory (Fig.3), 

a hot plug module comprising a coupler (Fig.3, core logic 320) and one or more 

caching agents (each processors and associated caches) having cached lines of the 

memory; a midplane comprising a plurality of couplers (Fig.3, core logic 320) to 

detachably couple hot plug modules (PCI host Bridge and PCI slots) to a running 

computing device; and a snoop filter to track the cached lines of the one or more 

caching agents (Fig.7A and 7B, step 720-725 and 765-770); and a processor coupled to 

the hot plug module via the midplane, the processor to cause the snoop filter to mark 

the one or more caching agents as invalid snooping agents in response to a request to 

remove the hot plug module (col. 10, lines 10-14, it is taught as the device is inactive 

and prevent the device from participating in bus activity). 
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Regarding claim 18, Bealkowski teaches that the hot plug module comprises a 

mechanism to generate the request to remove the hot plug module (Fig.8A, step 805- 

810, removing a hot plug module is taught as removing a particular slot, col.9, lines 64- 

66). 

Regarding claim 19, Bealkowski teaches that the memory comprises a plurality of 

instructions that in response to being executed result in the request to remove the hot 

plug module being generated (Fig.8A, step 805-810, removing a hot plug module is 

taught as removing a particular slot, col.9, lines 64-66). 

Regarding claim 20, Bealkowski teaches that the one or more caching agents 

(processors) comprises a processor and one or more associated memory caches 

(Fig.1). 

Regarding claim 21, Bealkowski teaches that the one or more caching agents 

comprises an input/output hub and one or more associated memory caches (Fig.3 and 

4). 

Regarding claims 22-23, Bealkowski teaches that a snoop filter comprising 

storage to store coherency information for lines cached by caching agents of hot plug 

module (Fig.3 and 4, col.8, lines 52-59) and a controller to update the coherency 
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information in response to a request to remove and add a hot plug module from a 

computing device (Fig.7A and 7B, step 720-725 and 765-770). 

Regarding claim 24, Bealkowski teaches that the controller updates the 

coherency information to indicate that the hot plug module is no longer a valid snooping 

agent in response to the request to remove the hot plug module (col. 10, lines 10-14, it is 

taught as the device is inactive and prevent the device from participating in bus activity). 

Regarding claim 25, Bealkowski teaches that the controller updates a valid vector 

of the coherency information to indicate that the hot plug module is no longer a valid 

snooping agent in response to the request to remove the hot plug module (col. 10, lines 

10-14, it is taught as the device is inactive and prevent the device from participating in 

bus activity). 

Regarding claim 26, Bealkowski teaches that the controller updates the 

coherency information by marking all tracked cache as not being present in the hot plug 

module in response to the request to remove the hot plug module (Fig.5, col.9, lines 14- 

24). 

Regarding claim 27, Bealkowski teaches that the controller updates the 

coherency information by updating presence vectors to indicate that associated cache 
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lines are not present in the hot plug module in response to the request to remove the 

hot plug module (Fig.7A and 7B, step 720-725 and 765-770). 

Response to Applicant's Arguments 

6.     Applicant's arguments filed 08/30/2004 have been fully considered but they are 

not persuasive. 

In response to applicant's arguments (claim 1) that Bealkowski does not teach 

that the processors have hot plug capabilities and Bealkowski make no mention of 

removing from or adding a processor to a running system, however, it is noted that the 

hot plug modules not only refer to processors, but also refer to memory, input/output 

hub, and /or firmware that provide the computing device with processing, storage, I/O, 

firmware, and/or other resources (please refer back to the applicant's specification page 

4, lines 10-13), therefore, claim 1 broadly claimed removing a hot plug module is met by 

the Bealkowski's reference, which discloses removing a PCI slot and the operating 

system initiates a hot-plug event (Fig.8A). In other words, the applicant does not claim 

removing or adding a processor in claim 1, the applicant claims removing a hot plug 

module which can be a PCI slot. 

In response to applicant's arguments (claim 1) that Bealkowski does not teach a 

snoop filter, however, it is noted that a snoop filter 329 is taught in Fig.3, which is 

designed to limit the amount of snoop transactions between the buses of any two 

processors (actually, it is taught as limit the amount of snoop transactions between two 

cache agents since each processor has a cache as shown in Fig.1). 
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In response to applicant's arguments (claims 1,17 and 22) that Bealkowski does 

not teach updating a snoop filter of a running computing device to cease snooping of a 

hot plug module, however, it is noted that this limitation is taught as the operating 

system disables the device in the slot via the PCI configuration registers and reprogram 

partition descriptor to eliminate membership from designated partition, once the 

membership of the partition is changed, PCI host Bridge will deliver a reply to the 

initiating processor the that the hot plug transaction has completed and updated the 

information within the cache memory which means updating a snoop filter (col.10, lines 

1-18 and col.4, lines 38-44 and lines 57-64). 

In response to applicant's arguments (claim 7) that Bealkowski does not teach 

removing the processors from a running computer system, however, it is noted that the 

hot plug modules not only refer to processors, but also refer to memory, input/output 

hub, and /or firmware that provide the computing device with processing, storage, I/O, 

firmware, and/or other resources (please refer back to the applicant's specification page 

4, lines 10-13), therefore, claim 1 broadly claimed removing a hot plug module is met by 

the Bealkowski's reference, which discloses removing a PCI slot and the operating 

system initiates a hot-plug event (Fig.8A). In other words, the applicant does not claim 

removing or adding a processor in claim 7, the applicant claims removing a hot plug 

module which can be a PCI slot. 

In response to applicant's arguments (claims 13 and 17) that Bealkowski does 

not teach one or more caching agents, however, it is noted that outbound transactions 

are initiated by an agent on the I/O bus, meaning either from the core logic(one behalf 
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of one of the eight processors), this agents mean cache agents which is within the 

processors (col.4, lines 40-43). 

In response to applicant's arguments (claims 13) that Bealkowski does not 

indicate that the PCI agents write back modified lines to memory prior to being removed 

from a partition, however, it is noted that this limitation is taught as PHB will deliver a 

reply to the processor that the hot plug transaction is completed after the read or write 

transaction completes on the PCI bus (col.4, lines 60-64). 

7. When responding to the office action, Applicant is advised to clearly point out the 

patentable novelty which he or she thinks the claims present in view of the state of the 

art disclosed by the references cited or the objections made. He or she must also show 

how the amendments avoid such references or objections. See 37 C.F.R. 1.111 (c). 

8. When responding to the office action, Applicants are advised to provide the 

examiner with the line numbers and page numbers in the application and/or references 

cited to assist examiner to locate the appropriate paragraphs. 

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Jasmine Song whose telephone number is 571-272- 

4213. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00-4:30. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Mano Padmanabhan can be reached on 571-272-4210. The fax phone 
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numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703- 

872-9306. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305- 

3900. 

Jasmine Song       \) Mano Padmanabhan 

Patent Examiner Supervisory Patent Examiner 

December 23, 2004 Technology Center 2100 


